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GENERALIZED MOBIUS TRANSFORMATION 
OF KNOWLEDGE BASES 
MILAN DANIEL 
Mobius transformation is an important tool for establishing weights of compositional 
expert systems rules from conditional weights. 
In this paper, an applicability of Mobius transformation of rule bases is also extended to 
knowledge bases with elementary disjunctions in antecedents of rules. This paper contains 
an existence theorem, an algorithm of the transformation and some open problems which 
tend to maximal generality as well. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The first ideas of how to establish weights of compositional expert systems rules from 
conditional weights related to real evidence, data, or experience were published in 
1984 [5]. The solution of the problem is based on Mobius transformation. For a full 
description of Mobius transformation see e. g. [6, 7]. 
Suppose a knowledge base with two rules A => H and A&,B => H with conditional 
weights (a belief in favour of the hypothesis if the antecedent holds). When AhB 
hold we want to infer H with the same belief as in the knowledge base with the rule 
A&B -=> H only, i.e. avoiding the use of the first one. So, if we know the belief of 
H obtained from each rule with a conditional belief as its weight when the rule is 
considered individually, we have to find new weights. We have to find new weights 
so that when both rules are present we can still infer the same resulting weight of 
H as if only the second one was present. Thus, it is not possible to use conditional 
beliefs as weights of rules, resp. weights must be adequately redefined. In this paper, 
we show how this can be achieved. 
The possibility of using Mobius transformation is not restricted to MYCIN-like 
systems, it is also important for a common generalization of MYCIN-like systems 
and fuzzy expert systems which use a composition of fuzzy relations like Conorm-
CADIAG-2 extended by the handling of negative knowledge, see [4]. The system is 
derived from the fuzzy expert system CADIAG-2 [1]. 
The original Mobius transformation is formulated and used only for rules of a 
special form. The present work generalizes it for a wider class of rules. 
Necessary preliminaries are introduced and the original Mobius transformation 
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theorem for MYCIN-like systems is stated in the second section. 
Section 3 describes ideas of how to also extend the field of Mobius transformation 
applicability to rules with elementary disjunctions in antecedents. Some principal 
problems are shown. It is suggested how they can be, more or less, overcome. The 
existence theorem is stated at the end of the section. In Section 4, the possibilities 
of the Mobius transformation simplification obtained by a simple minded algorithm 
and tools for improvement of the algorithm are introduced. Section 5 presents the 
improved algorithm for founded knowledge bases. 
In Section 6 is a comparison of Mobius transformation for MYCIN-like systems 
with an introduced generalization. After that conclusions and ideas for future work 
follow. 
The text is limited to some instructive simplifications; for a complete text with 
more details, proofs and an algorithm to compute Mobius transformation for more 
general knowledge bases, see [3]. 
2. MOBIUS TRANSFORMATION 
Prel iminaries 
In this paper, we shall consider low knowledge bases, i.e. knowledge bases without 
intermediate propositions, there are only questions (symptoms) and goals (hypothe-
ses, diagnoses). In this section, let us suppose rules A --> 5(uv), where the antecedent 
A is an elementary conjunction of questions, the succedent S is a goal, and u; is a 
weight. An elementary conjunction (of questions) is a conjunction of literals (of 
questions), i.e. questions or their negations, where every question has at most one 
occurrence in the elementary conjunction. Let the weights be in the interval [—1,1]. 
A global weight of a hypothesis H is computed using a group operation © on [—1,1] 
as the ©-sum of contributions (effects) of all rules whose succedent is H (rules lead-
ing to H). A three-valued questionnaire q is a mapping of questions into the set 
{ — 1,0,1}, i.e. there are only answers { — 1,0,1} (i.e. No, I don't know, Yes). Each 
questionnaire of this kind can be represented by an elementary conjunction (positive 
literal for 1, negative one for —1, and no literal for 0). All of the above terminology 
corresponds to that used in monography [6]. 
An elementary disjunction is a disjunction of literals. An ecd knowledge base 
(elementary-conjunction-disjunction) is a knowledge base such that antecedents of 
rules are either elementary conjunctions or elementary disjunctions. 
Further, we shall use the following terminology. A rule R : A =-> S(w) is a simple 
rule if its antecedent A is a literal; R is a conjunctive/disjunctive rule if .A is a con-
junction/disjunction; R is a maximal conjunctive/disjunctive rule if there is no rule 
B => S(WB) in the knowledge base, so that A is a subconjunction/subdisjunction1 
of B. A conjunction Conj = A&LB&L • • &K is a conjunctive translation of a dis-
junction Disj = A V B V • • • V K, a rule Conj => H is a conjunctive translation of 
the disjunctive rule Disj => H. 
1 Formula F is a subconjunction/subdisjunction of formula G if it is its subformula, i. e. a&6 is 
the subconjunction of a&6&c, a V 6 is the subdisjunction of a V 6 V c, etc. 
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An ecd knowledge base 0 is founded if, for every H that appears as a succedent, 
it contains rules A => H for every literal A which is involved in a disjunctive rule 
A V Disj => H for any elementary disjunction Disj. An ecd knowledge base 0 is 
weakly founded if for every literal A from any disjunctive rule A\/ Disj => H there is 
a simple rule A => H or a conjunctive rule A&iConj => H (for some Conj) included 
in©. 
Notice, that every knowledge base without a disjunction in the antecedents is found-
ed. 
Mobius transformation theorem 
Let us denote by (3(H\E) a conditional expert belief2 that hypothesis H is valid/invalid 
if only the evidence E is known. For Mobius transformation, we shall suppose that 
a given (original) weight w of the rule R : A -=> S(w) represents the expert's belief 
that the weight of S is w provided that only A holds (w = f3(S\A)). 
Weights of rules are transformed by Mobius transformation; to distinguish them, 
we shall denote the original (given, source, conditional) weight of the rule R as w®R 
(or w^ A), while Mobius weight (i.e. weight after transformation) is represented as 
WR (or WS,A)> We will also use wA and WA if the succedent of a rule is clear from 
the context. 
We say, that a set of rules is weakly sound if for every two rules sharing the same 
succedent such that Ant\ C Ant2 (Ant\ is a subconjunction of Anti, or Anti implies 
Ant\) holds: if wAnti = 1 then wAnt2 = 1 also holds. 
We say, that a low knowledge base is weakly sound if its set of rules is weakly 
sound. 
Theorem 1. Let 0o be a weakly sound set of rules such that wQH E = f3(H\E), 
i.e. ©o = {E => H(/3(H\E)}. Then there exists a weighting of rules which forms a 
knowledge base 0 = {E => H(WH,E)} of MYCIN-like expert system, such that for 
any three-valued questionnaire Eq and hypothesis H for which f3(H\Eq) is defined, 
it holds that 
We(H \Eq) = 0(H\Eq), 
where W©(H\Eq) is a global weight of the hypothesis H given by Eqj 
We(H\Eq) = ®{wHtE,\E'CEq}. 
The new knowledge base 0 is called Mobius transform of the source rule base 0o. 
For details see [6, 7], 
Note: There is no limitation to questionnaire values (to possible answers of a user) for 
Mobius transform of a rule base existence. But, the equation WG>(H\Eq) = f)(H\Eq) 
only makes sense for three-valued questionnaires. 
2j3(H\E) is positive if expert beliefs that H is more likely valid than its negation -»H, p(H\E) 
is negative if the expert beliefs that H is rather invalid, i.e. that -iH is more likely valid than H. 
Of course, it is possible to use another set of weights e. g. W = [0,1], but in such a case ® must be 
a group operation on W = [0,1]. 
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3. INCLUDING A DISJUNCTION INTO MOBIUS TRANSFORMATION 
First have a look at the principal idea of Mobius transformation for MYCIN-like 
systems. We suppose conditional rules, where their weights rely on the expert's 
belief that the succedent holds if the antecedent of the rule is true. Let us have the 
following rules 
A ^ t f ( u v ° ) , 
B => H(w%), 
AkB => tf (uv°). 
Thus, if both of A and B are true we want to infer the conditional weight uv£ (a 
belief that tf holds if AkB is given) as a result, while MYCIN-like system infers 
WA © WB © w&- I* *s trivia that, uv̂  © uv^ © uv£ ^ uv£ in general, uv£ may be 
greater, equal or less than uv̂  © w%. In the case uv£ = wA © uv^, the third rule 
is redundant and so we remove it from the knowledge base. Otherwise, we make a 
transformation of the weight uv£ of rule ASzB => tf to uv& = uv^0(uv^ ffiuv^), where 
a Q b is an abbreviation of a © (—b). The resulting Mobius weight uv& is positive if 
W<L > WA © WB> w ls negative if uv£ < (uv^ © w%) (a positive or negative effect of 
the rule - support/unsupport of hypothesis), and uv& = 0 if uv& = uv^ © w% (the 
rule is redundant as before). 
We can easily verify that we obtain expected results: for A we get wA, for B we 
get uv^, and finally, for A, B we get w^Qw%Q (uv£ 0 (w^ © w%)) = uv£. 
Now, we shall try to apply this simple idea to ecd knowledge bases, i.e. knowl-
edge bases in which antecedents can be a conjunction or a disjunction of literals 
(propositions or their negations), i.e. an elementary conjunction or an elementary 
disjunction. A very simple example follows: 
A => tf (uv°), 
B => H(w%), (*) 
AVtf=>tf(uv°). 
For A we want a resulting weight uv̂  instead of uv̂  © uv ,̂ thus, we change u/4 with 
wA = wA Q uv° , and analogically, uv# = w% 0 uv° . If we know that A V B is true and 
we are not able to specify whether A or B or A&B, then the third rule is the only 
one which fires, and we keep its weight uv°. 
After this transformation, we really get u/4 for A, we get w% for B, but for AhB, 
we obtain wA © w® © w% 0 uvj © w® = wA © w% © w® which is not equal to the 
value wA © w% assumed because there is no rule ASzB => tf. (We shall discuss this 
assumption later on.) 
Let us formulate our problem more precisely, we get a set of equations, where 
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WA, WBJ and w are modifications of weights wA, wBl and u;v, respectively: 
W\, = i u v , 
wIA © wv = w^, 
wB © uIv = wjf, 
WA®WB®W\/=WA® W%. 
Thus, we get (w\ © uvv) © (w^ 0 uIv) © wv = w\ © W5, hence uv = 0. The system 
of equations has the only solution w® — Wy = 0, which only describes a situation 
without the rule with disjunction, contrary to our initial assumption (*). 
There are two possibilities of how to overcome the problem. First, to express the 
rule A V B •=> H(w®) in another way without a disjunction in the antecedent, i.e. 
preliminary modification of the knowledge base before the application of Mobius 
transformation, or second, to modify our approach of understanding disjunctive 
rules. 
Three possibilities of rewriting a disjunctive rule A\lB => H(w) were studied in 
[3]: 
( l) i4V .B = -i(-.A&-..B), 
(2) a substitution of two rules -^Ak-^B => C(l) and -»C => H(w), and 
(3) a substitution of three rules A => .0(1), B => D(l) , D => H(w). 
The first two cases are unacceptable to our purpose, the third one turns us to a fur-
ther complicated modification of the knowledge base before Mobius transformation. 
So, we shall turn our attention to a better understanding of the rule A V B => 
H(w). What does the rule mean? How do we understand A\f B? 
If A V B holds, it means that either we want and we can distinguish one of the 
following possibilities: only A holds, only B holds, both A and B hold or we cannot 
distinguish or we don't like to distinguish them. Thus, we can rewrite (*) as 
A=>H(wA), 
B => H(wB), 
(AV B)kA=>H(wA), 
(AM B)kB=>H(w5), 
(AW B)k(AkB) => H(w6), 
(AV B)k(AV B) => H(w3). 
The 3rd and 4th rule is a copy of the first and second one, hence we can remove them. 
We can simplify the antecedent of the last two rules, thus, all of the original rules 
remain in the knowledge base and there is only one new rule AkB => H(we). To 
derive an expected Mobius transform of the knowledge base we put w6 = wA ffi wB, 
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because there is no other precise specification for ASzB given by an expert. So we 
can rewrite our knowledge base in the following way: 
A=>H(w°A), 





Antecedents of rules are elementary conjunctions or elementary disjunctions again. 
Now, we can apply the idea of Mobius transformation to our modified knowledge 




AW B => H(w°)t 
(V, & are used in indices as abbreviations of A V B and AkB\ w& was derived as 
follows: w& = wl,e(wA®wB®wy) = w^®w%e(w^ew%®wBew%®w%) = w°). 
We can easily verify that if only A holds, then we get wA. Similarly, if only B holds, 
then we get w%. UAkB holds, we get w^®(w^ew^)®(w^Qw^)®w^ = w\®w°B 
as it should be. And finally, if we only know that A\/ B holds, then we get w®. 
We have succeeded in the first trivial example of Mobius transformation for rules 
with a disjunction in the antecedent. Now, let us consider the following, more 




B => H(w°B), 
C=>H(w°c), 
AVB=>H(w%B), 
AV C => H(wAvC), 
AVBVC=>H(w%). 
From now on, V in indices means an abbreviation of disjunction of all the literals 
used, here AVBVC. 
3 wo is an 'apriori' weight of the hypothesis H, to be precise it should be represented as tuj 
or u/y, where T is tautology. Apriori weight of H, i .e. weight of rule => H(u>o) is not changed 
by Mobius transformation, there is always UIQ = u/J (wy = t»°T), thus, we can use wo as an 
abbreviation. 
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In the present example we have disjunctions A\l H, A V C , and AM B V C. 
According to our interpretation of them we obtain five new rules with antecedents 
AkBkC, AkB, AkC, BkC, B V C . We are looking for a "Mobiable" knowledge 
base as close to the original one as possible. Thus, we try, at first, to only add the 
rule AkBkC => H (the rule with a maximal conjunction in the antecedent), and 
second, also the rules AkB => H and AkC => H (conjunctive translations of the 
original ones), but both of these attempts are unsuccessful, see [3]. In this case it is 
necessary and sufficient to add four rules AkBkC => H, AkB => H, AkC ---> H, 
and BkC => H, see [3] again. It is not necessary to add a rule with the antecedent 
B\J C. Until now, there is no explanation of which rules should be added to the new 
knowledge base and which ones should not, and so we shall look for it later. 
We have illustrated in the above examples that Mobius transforms of the analyzed 
knowledge bases exist and so, it makes sense to speak of Mobius transformation of 
rule bases with an elementary disjunction in the antecedents. Moreover, we can say 
the following: 
Lemma 2. Let ©o be a weakly sound low ecd knowledge base. If we can also 
explicitly set or estimate implicit weights for nonincluded combinations of literals, 
then Mobius transform of the knowledge base ©o exists. 
Note: weak soundness conditions in the present situation are as follows: 
for every two rules sharing the same succedent such that Ant\ C Ant2 holds: 
if wAnt = 1, then wAnt = 1, where Ant\ C Ant2 means Ant2 implies Ant\ 
(C indicates implication not a subset nor a subformula, i.e. Conji is a subconjunc-
tion of ConJ2 or DisJ2 is a subdisjunction of Disji or a subdisjunction of Disji 
exists which is a sub conjunction of Con/2) • 
P roo f . Let us show a simple idea of a construction of this Mobius transform. 
We have seen that maybe it is necessary to add some rules during transformation. 
So we have computed transformed (Mobius) weights of all possible rules. 
Let us take all the elementary disjunctions from the longest to one-element ones 
and for every disjunction Disj compute ©-combination c of all applicable rules 
provided only Disj holds. Put WDisj — wr>isj © c- If r u^e Disj => H exists and 
wDisj ?- wDisj> then rewrite the weight of the rule, if WDisj i1 0 and the rule does 
not exist, then add the rule Disj => H(wDisj) into the knowledge base. 
Let us go through all elementary conjunctions from one-element to the longest 
possible one analogically. 
This construction is very simple, nevertheless, it is possible to show that the 
resulting transformed knowledge base is Mobius transform of the source knowledge 
base ©o. C3 
At this moment, we know how to construct, in a simple yet noneffective way, 
the requested Mobius transform. So, it is logical to look for its improvement. A 
decision-making of whether a new possible rule will be added or not depends on the 
Mobius weight of the possible rule. Therefore, we need a more sophisticated way of 
computing these weights. In the next subsection it is shown how to compute Mobius 
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weights of rules in knowledge bases in which all possible elementary conjunctions and 
elementary disjunctions form antecedents of rules with the same succedent. 
Formulas for computing MSbius weights 
Generally, for three questions/symptoms, we have the following knowledge base4: 
=» H(w0), 
A=>ffK)f 




5&C=>HK& C) , 
AkBkC=>H(wl), 




By the recomputation of weights keeping the original principal idea of Mobius trans-
formation, we obtain the following Mobius weights of rules: 
w0 = w0 
W\J = Wy Q w0 
WAyB = W°AwB QWy/QW0 = W°As/B Q W° 
wA = wAQ wAvB Q wAvC Qwy Qw0 = wAQ wAwB Q wAyC © w° 
WAkB = WA&,B QWAQWBG WAWB 0 WAWC 0 WBsjC Qwy Qw0 
= ™°A&LB ew°Aew°B® w°AVB 
w& = w^Q wA&B 0 wA&c e wB&c QwAQwBQwc 
QwAWB e wAWC Q wBwC e wy e w0 
= wl e w°AgLB e w°A&iC e w°B&,c © w°A © w°B © w% e w% 
Mobius weights wA\jC) wByC, wBi wCi wA&c, and wB&c are computed analogically. 
By using them, we can perform Mobius transformation of the source knowledge 
4 To be precise for three questions it should be a more complicated knowledge base, the presented 
one corresponds to three literals of three different questions, for a general knowledge base with three 
questions see [3]. 
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base, and we shall obtain the following Mobius transform: 
=> # K°)> 
A => H(W°A e w°A V B e w°A v c e <), 
B => H(w°B e uv° V B e w°Bvc © uvv), 
C => H(w°c 0 u £ v C 0 w°Avc 0 u;°), 
A & B=>H(W°A&LB 0 u;° 0 u;£ © u,° v B ) , 
A&c=>HK&c ew°Aew°c® ™° v c) , 
B t c => #(<4&c e ^ e ^ © ^ v c ) , 
^ & 5 & C => H(wl 0 u £ & B 0 u £ & c © W°B&LC © w°A © w°B © uv£ © uvv), 
/ 4 V B - > J / ( ^ v B 0 4 
ivc^17Wvce^v). 
5 V C = > H ( u ; ^ v C © u ; v ) , 
AV5VC=> IY(u; v ©u;o) . 
Similarly we can compute Mobius weights for a knowledge base with four or more 
questions. 
In general, for a knowledge base with one hypothesis H and n questions/symptoms 
A, B) C)..., 1V, we can compute Mobius weights as: 
wo = uvg, 
UA, = u;v ©uvrj, 
WAVBVCV...VK =n® f ( - 1 ) ' 0 v>d) 
i=0 \ |d|=Jfe+i,AvBv -VIfTCd / 
^ = e 1 ( ( - i ) i © <) 
i=0 \ \d\=i+l,ACd J 
WA&LB&LC&L.&LK = 0 ( ( - I ) ' 0 ™c) © (-1)*^AVBVCV.»V10 
»=0 y |c|=fc-i,cCA&-B&- -&I-" / 
where uvv is an abbreviation for a weight WAVBVCV -V/V of the rule with the maximal 
possible disjunction in the antecedent, a C b means 6 implies a, \c\ is a length 
(number of conjuncts) of the conjunction c, conjunction c = ASzBSzCk • • • &iK has 
fc elements i.e. |c| = Ar. 
If we compare the formula for computing WA&LB&LC&L. &LK with a similar one which 
is used in knowledge bases without a disjunction we can mention a significant simi-
larity. From the comparison of these formulas we obtain the following one. 
WA&LB&LC&L'&LK = (—1) (^AVBVCV -VK © wo) 
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Now, we have general formulas to compute Mobius weights of rules from any weakly 
sound low ecd knowledge base with one goal, where all possible elementary conjunc-
tions or elementary disjunctions of questions are used as antecedents. (All possible 
conditional weights are already explicitly included in the source knowledge base. 
Negated questions are handled separately from the original ones like the new ones.) 
We can also use the formulas for deciding which types of new rules will be added 
into the transformed knowledge base and which ones will not, see the section called 
Simplifications. For this we need to know-how to compute an estimation of implicit 
weights of possible rules which are not included in the source knowledge base. 
Estimations of implicit weights of "rules" which are not included 
in a source knowledge base 
As it was suggested in the previous subsection, we can use the formulas developed 
there to specify which types of rules are added into a knowledge base during Mobius 
transformation and which ones are not. 
The formulas need all u>°'s, all conditional weights which are definable on a set 
of questions and goals given by a source knowledge base. But, a lot of them are 
not given in a usual source knowledge base, i.e. not all rules with syntactically 
possible antecedents are included in the knowledge base. So, we have to estimate 
these values. 
A rule Ant => H, literals of which are relevant to H, is not included in a source 
knowledge base 0 either if Ant is not possible or almost impossible in real situa-
tions or if an expert thinks that Ant expresses nothing new for the hypothesis, i.e. 
everything that expresses Ant has already been expressed by applicable rules which 
are already included in 0 . Thus, we have to compute an expected value wAnt from 
the contributions of other rules, which are applicable, provided that just Ant holds, 
i.e. from rules of which the antecedents A are implied by Ant (A C Ant). 
To distinguish explicit conditional weights wAni of rules of a source knowledge 
base from computed estimations of those which are not given (resp. which are given 
implicitly through other rules), we shall denote estimated implicit weights as wAni. 
It looks like the expected implicit weight wAnt of a rule Ant => H should be 
something like a combination of Mobius weights of all the rules applicable, provided 
that just Ant is true. But unfortunately, a generation of wAnt is more complicated, 
in general. 
It is quite simple in the case of disjunctive rules. In the case of conjunctive rules, 
where wA of all conjuncts of the antecedent are explicitly given or wA&:Co • is given 
for a Conj (A C AhConj C Ant)% the value wAnt should be the same as in a 
knowledge base with only conjunctive rules. Complications start with conjunctive 
rules, where wA of conjuncts of antecedents are not given and where a value should 
be transfered from disjunctive rules into conjunctive ones. 
The further text is concerning founded ecd knowledge bases, thus we can omit a 
transfer of weights from disjunctions into conjunctions from our consideration. We 
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get the following formulas for estimation of implicit weights: 
w0 = w0j 
™Disj = © WD, 
DCDisj 
WConj = © 4 ? 
CCConj 
where D is a disjunctive or empty antecedent from the source knowledge base 0o, 
C is a conjunctive or empty antecedent from 0o, and w'c is a Mobius weight of the 
rule C => H from the knowledge base O'0, which is 0O without disjunctive rules. 
We can close the section by the formulation of the existence theorem. 
Theorem 3. If Go is a weakly sound low ecd knowledge base, then Mobius trans-
form of the knowledge base 0o exists. 
I d e a of t h e p r o o f . We can perform Mobius transformation separately for 
every hypothesis. The rest follows from previous text provided that 0o is a founded 
ecd knowledge base. In the question of general ecd knowledge bases see [3]. 
4. SIMPLIFICATIONS 
According to the previous section, we know how to compute Mobius weights, i.e. 
we can perform Mobius transformation for any founded ecd knowledge base. 
Now, we are going to specify which rules are not necessary to add within the 
process of Mobius transformation. We consider the rules Ant => H which are not 
included into the source knowledge base, i.e. w\nt is not given there. Whether a 
rule is to be really added or not, depends on its Mobius weight WAnt- By an added 
rule we mean such a rule that WAnt i=- 0, while if WAnt = 0 we say that the rule is 
not added. 
We can eliminate some types of rules to be added by a symbolic computation 
of their Mobius weight. But usually, we cannot assert that some type of rules will 
be added, because the actual value of its weight WAnt depends on actual values of 
conditional weights from the source knowledge base. 
Now, we shall formulate some lemmata to describe which types of rules are to be 
or are not to be added in the knowledge base. 
Lemma 4. There are no disjunctive rules added to a knowledge base during 
Mobius transformation. 
Lemma 5. If 0 is a founded ecd knowledge base, then there are no rules A1&A2& 
• • • foAk => H added into the knowledge base within the process of Mobius transfor-
mation, where A\ V A2 V • • • V Ak V B\ V • • • V B\ is not an antecedent of some rule 
from the source knowledge base. 
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L e m m a 6. If 0 is a founded ecd knowledge base, then conjunctive translations of 
all maximal disjunctive rules are added 5 into the knowledge base within the process 
of Mobius transformation (if they are not already included in the source knowledge 
base 0 ) . 
Let Ai VA2V- • -VAk -=> H be a maximal disjunctive rule and A1&A2& • • -&Ak => 
H its conjunctive translation added according to the lemma. Usually, there are also 
all rules added with a subconjunction of A1&A2&, • • -&Ak in the antecedent . But, 
there are also counter-examples on a symbolic level, see [3]. 
In both previous lemmata, the assumption of foundness of the ecd knowledge 
base is necessary. For general ecd knowledge bases which are not founded, there are 
counter-examples against both of the lemmata included in [3]. 
Summarizing the above lemmata we see, tha t antecedents of rules added by 
Mobius transformation into an ecd knowledge base are all conjunctive translations of 
antecedents of maximal disjunctive rules and subconjunctions of these translations. 
(But, not necessarily all subconjunctions of these conjunctive translations have to 
form an antecedent of an added rule). Formally, we have the following: 
T h e o r e m 7. Let 0 be a weakly sound low founded ecd knowledge base. During 
a process of Mobius transformation of 0 , rules are added into the knowledge base 
(if they are not already included in 0 and) if and only if they are in one of the two 
following types: 
- All rules A1&A2& • • -&An =-> H, where A\ VA 2 V • • • V An => H, is a maximal 
disjunctive rule from 0 . 
- Rules A1&A2&- &-4„ => H, where A\ \! A2 V • • • V An V Disj => H, is a rule 
from 0 and Disj is any disjunction . (In general, all such rules are added, but 
counter-examples exist.) 
For p r o o f s and assertions on general ecd knowledge bases see [3]. 
5 . ALGORITHM OF MOBIUS TRANSFORMATION 
From the Theorem 3 we have an existence of Mobius transform for weakly sound 
low founded ecd knowledge bases . Using Theorem 7, we can formulate the following 
algorithm of Mobius transformation of a knowledge base 0 . 
(*) Go ahead through all hypothesis H: 
and perform items ( 0 ) ~ ( 4 ) . 
(0) Construct a set Rel of questions relevant to H. 
Put Wo = WQ. 
Create an empty set of maximal disjunctions MaxD. 
5Notice, here we have an exception and we can claim that rules are added: wAl&A2&...&Ak = 
(-l)k~"1(wAls/A2v...\fAh QWQ), and we expect wAl v,42v-v,4 f c ?- w0 for maximal disjunctive rules 
not to be redundant. 
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(1) Go ahead through all disjunctions D in 0 relevant to H: 
Put Sum equal to the ©-sum of Mobius weights of all rules DV D' => H. 
IF there is no such rule, THEN insert D into MaxD and put WD = w°D © u>0, 
ELSE put WD = wD © Sum. 
If 1.01 = 1, then sign D in Rel. 
(2) Go through all unsigned questions Q from Rel: 
IF there is no rule Q V D => H, THEN put wQ = 0, 
ELSE give warning "Assumption does not hold for hypothesis H." and STOP. 
(3) Go through all maximal disjunctions MD from MaxD: 
for MD and every subdisjunction SMD of MD -
create all new rules Ant => H which are already not included in 0 , where Ant 
is a conjunctive translation of MD or SMD. 
(4) Go ahead through all conjunctions \C\ > 1 in 0 relevant to H: 
Put Sum equal to the ©-sum of Mobius weights (wc>) of all rules C => H, 
where C C C (C implies C). 
If wc is not given (C => H is an added rule), then put wc equal to the ©-sum 
of Mobius weights (wc1) of all rules C => H, where C is a subconjunction 
ofC. 
Keep w^ and put wc = WQ © Sum. 
(During the construction of Mobius transform it is not necessary to distinguish be-
tween wc and wc, they can be represented by the same variable denoted by wc.) 
(*) Save all rules with weights WHitAntij i
1 0 - Mobius transform of 0 . 
STOP. 
It is possible to show that this algorithm ends and produces Mobius transform of 
any weakly sound low founded ecd knowledge base 0 . 
6. CONCLUSION 
Generalized Mobius transformation is a theoretical tool for the construction of more 
correct generalizations of expert systems both of MYCIN-like and fuzzy expert sys-
tems based on a composition of fuzzy relations. 
Mobius transformation has been generalized to ecd knowledge bases, i.e. knowl-
edge bases whose rules have antecedents either in the form of an elementary conjunc-
tion (as before) or in the form of an elementary disjunction (new ones) of questions. 
The principal difference between original and generalized Mobius transformation 
consists in a complicated transfer of weights of rules with disjunctive antecedents L)t-
to weights of other rules with conjunctive ones C,-, where d implies D{. 
Original Mobius transformation is only the transformation of weights. While 
within the generalized one, moreover, some new rules are often added into the knowl-
edge base. 
An estimation of implicit (expected) weights for these added rules was shown for 
a class of ecd knowledge bases. The existence theorem was proved for this class 
of knowledge bases. Finally, an algorithm of the construction of this generalized 
Mobius transform of knowledge base is described. 
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A challenge for the future is an admission of rules with more complicated an-
tecedents or a consideration of knowledge bases with several different conjunctions 
and/or disjunctions. 
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